Steps are known to be often the active sites for the dissociation of O 2 molecules and the nucleation sites of oxide films since they provide paths for subsurface migration and oxygen incorporation. In order to unravel the effect of their morphology on the oxidation of Cu surfaces, we present here a detailed investigation of the O 2 interaction with Cu(511) and compare it with previous results for Cu(410), a surface exhibiting terraces of similar size and geometry but different step morphology. As for Cu(410) we find, by x-ray photoemission spectroscopy performed with synchrotron radiation, that Cu 2 O formation gradually starts above half a monolayer oxygen coverage and that the ignition of oxidation can be lowered to room temperature by dosing O 2 via a supersonic molecular beam at hyperthermal energy. The oxidation rate for Cu(511) comes out to be lower than for Cu(410) at normal incidence, about the same when the O 2 molecules impinge towards the ascending step rise, but higher when they hit the surface along trajectories even slightly inclined towards the descending step rise. These findings can be rationalized by a collision induced absorption mechanism.
INTRODUCTION
Structural defects on a metal surface have different chemical properties due to their lower coordination and symmetry. The presence of defects is one of the major gaps between an ideally controlled surface and the catalyst surface active in industrial reactors. It is therefore important to characterize each type of defect in details in order to apply the wealth of surface science concepts to these, more complicated, systems. A single crystal surface cut along a high Miller index face is a good candidate for gaining a thorough understanding of the properties of defective sites since it essentially consists of well-defined steps and flat terraces. 1 Steps at surfaces are the most common structural defect. However, despite extensive studies, the correlation between reactivity and properties of steps is still an open question. 1 Recently, some of us reported on hyperthermal O 2 molecular beam (HOMB) induced oxidation of Cu(100), 2 Cu(111), 3 and Cu(110) 4 at room temperature, RT. A collision-induced absorption (CIA) mechanism was proposed both for Cu(100) and Cu(111), while an additional mechanism involving mobile Cu adatoms was suggested to be active for Cu(110). 4 We have also studied the HOMB induced oxidation of stepped Cu(410) (Refs. [5] [6] [7] [8] and found that the oxidation rate is maximal at normal incidence. It is, moreover, larger when O 2 impinges nearly normal to the (100) nanofacets than when it a) Electronic mail: okada@chem.sci.osaka-u.ac.jp. Tel.: +81-6-6879-4783.
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hits close to the normal to the step rises, results which can be explained by the CIA mechanism. In these studies, however, the role of step geometry in the oxidation process, and especially in Cu 2 O formation, was still unclear. Unraveling its role is fundamental for a more efficient fabrication of Cu 2 O thin films. Such information can be gained by studying the oxidation of stepped Cu surfaces systematically and comparing the oxidation rate with the one found for low Miller index surfaces. Furthermore, such information may shed light onto the role of Cu 2 O nanoparticles, an efficient catalyst for the oxidation of CO. 9 Since the discovery of high-T c superconductivity in oxygen-doped cuprate materials, the study of Cu-O bonding has attracted enormous interest. 10 In particular, cuprous oxide (Cu 2 O) is regarded as a benchmark material for theories and experiments, being an industrially important direct-gap semiconductor with a bandgap energy of 2.17 eV with promising application in photovoltaic cells. [11] [12] [13] Both high carrier density and low leakage currents are required to increase the performance in terms of energy conversion in Cu 2 O-based photovoltaic devices. It is thus necessary to improve the quality of the Cu 2 O films which are usually produced by plasma deposition. 13 Herein, we report on a detailed high-resolution x-ray photoemission spectroscopy (XPS) investigation of the initial oxidation and Cu 2 O formation on Cu(511). The efficiency increases strongly with O 2 translational energy, allowing to produce the oxide even at RT for 0. O-1s and valence-band XPS spectra and in Cu Auger electron spectra (AES). Furthermore, we find Cu 2 O formation to be anisotropic with respect to the polar direction of the incident HOMB, i.e., to depend on whether the beam strikes the surface close to the normal to terraces or to step rises, respectively (see crystal geometry in Fig. 1 ).
EXPERIMENT
Synchrotron radiation (SR)-XPS experiments were performed with the surface reaction analysis apparatus (SUREAC 2000) constructed at BL23SU in SPring-8 in Japan. [2] [3] [4] 14 The photon energy for recording XPS spectra was set to 1090 eV. The Cu(511) sample was cleaned by repeated cycles of 1-keV-Ar + sputtering and annealing at the surface temperature (T s ) of 870 K until no impurity was detected by SR-XPS. Low-energy electron diffraction (LEED) showed then the sharp pattern characteristic of the stepped surface. The O 2 molecules are deposited on Cu(511) either by backfilling or by HOMB seeded in He. The estimated incident energy of the O 2 molecular beam reads 0.5 (2.2) eV at a nozzle temperature (T n ) of 300 (1400) K. Mixing of Ar in the seeding gas allows to set the kinetic energy to the desired values. The time-of-flight (TOF) spectra of the direct HOMB for several nozzle temperatures and seeding ratios were reported elsewhere. 3, 14 The kinetic energy of incident O 2 was then estimated from the previously determined relations between kinetic energy and beam conditions (nozzle temperature and seeding ratio). The HOMB was directed along the surface normal for most measurements. Angular effects were investigated for 30
• incidence along, respectively, the high symmetry directions [ Figure 2 shows the evolution of the O-1s spectral region for (a) 0.5 eV, (b) 1.0 eV, and (c) 2.2 eV HOMB doses performed on Cu(511) along the surface normal and at T s = 300 K. When dosing with the 0.5 eV HOMB the O-1s SR-XPS peak has a binding energy E B = 529.7 eV at an O coverage = 0.20 ML. Such peak increases in intensity and shifts towards larger E B with O coverage saturating at 530.0 eV at = 0.54 ML. The peak has then a slightly asymmetric shape.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
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The effect of step in copper oxidation J. As mentioned above the line shape of the O-1s peak depends on O coverage. Figure 3 shows the results of the peakshape analysis 6, 7 of representative O-1s spectra recorded for 2.2 eV HOMB at different T s for small and large O 2 exposures. The symmetric shape of the O1s peak at ∼0.2 ML is fitted with a Voigt function with parameters G = 0.90 eV and Lorentzian width = 0.48 eV. It corresponds mainly to chemisorbed O atoms, because peak position and shape are the same as for thermal O 2 exposure at T s = 300 K where the Cu L 3 M 4,5 M 4,5 Auger electron spectrum shows no prominent Cu 2 O feature (data are not shown here). The E B value of 529.5 eV at ∼0.2 ML is slightly smaller than in Fig. 2 , the difference being due to the different sample history: indeed the spectra in Fig. 3 were measured after several repeated experiments, while those in Fig. 2 were recorded in the early stage of the experiments. A similar phenomenon was observed for Cu(111). 16 The relative weight of the component due to oxygen adatoms (530.0 eV) decreases above 0.5 ML, indicating that surface-oxide formation has occurred. At 1.34 ML (RT) and 1.46 ML (473 K), the O-1s peak can be separated into two components: CuO at 529. at T s = 300 K. The observed LEED pattern was very similar to the previously reported ones, which were indicative of surface faceting and of the formation of pyramid structures [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] (consisting of (410), (401), and possibly (311) facets).
Cu 2 O formation is confirmed by AES (L 3 M 4,5 M 4,5 peak) and by the valence-band spectra 6, 7 shown in Fig. 4 . After 2.2 eV HOMB exposure at T s = 300 K, the signature of Cu 2 O appears in AES and the main feature in the valence band spectra gets narrower and becomes very similar to the one of bulk Cu 2 O. 24 At 1090 eV photon energy the d spectral weight of Cu 2 O, in the range from 1 to 4 eV, dominates the valence band spectrum, while the O 2p character around 6-7 eV is hardly visible. 25 Since the spectra are measured under surface-sensitive conditions, the prominent decrease of the density of state at the Fermi level is indicative of the opening of a bandgap and of the formation of a Cu 2 O thin-film. We could not determine the exact value of this gap because we have no data for the unoccupied states.
Homogeneous and thick Cu 2 O formation is less effective at T s = 473 K than at 300 K. As evident in Fig. 4 , despite the higher coverage attained at the larger T s , the additional Cu features are less pronounced and the width of the valence band is larger, indicating a more heterogeneous composition. The growth of the pyramid structures with facets at T s = 473 K (a)
O uptake curves for HOMB at normal incidence for the different incident energies reported in the legend. Panel (a) displays energies above 0.5 eV and T n = 1400 K, panel (b) energies below 0.5 eV and T n = 300 K. The uptake curves for 0.53 eV HOMB at T n = 1400 K (the same data as in (a)) and thermal O 2 backfilling are also shown for comparison.
increases indeed the actual surface area, thus allowing more O atoms to be accommodated on the surface leading finally to the formation of an inhomogeneous thinner oxide layer. At T s = 300 K, the large mass transport of Cu atoms needed to form the pyramids does not occur and a thicker Cu 2 O phase develops more effectively. This result may be related to the roughening transition of Cu(511) steps [26] [27] [28] which occurs around ∼400 K. Roughening of Cu(511) could, however, be induced at T s = 300 K by the energy transfer from HOMB leading to kink creation at the step edge (cf., the kink creation energy of 117 meV on Ag(511) (Ref. 29) ).
Figures 5(a) and 5(b) show the dependence of O uptake curves on the energy of the incident beam, as determined by integration of the O-1s XPS peaks for nozzle temperatures of 1400 K and 300 K, respectively.
At T n = 1400 K, we can vary the beam energy from 0.53 eV to 2.2 eV, see Fig. 5(a) . Cu 2 O formation was observed above ∼0.5 ML at T s = 300 K as for other Cu faces. The onset of Cu 2 O formation on Cu(511) can be located at 0.7 eV, being observed at 0.75 eV but not at 0.53 eV (see Fig. 5 ). As discussed below, the CIA mechanism is compatible with such experimental finding. In the initial stages of oxidation, i.e., below ∼0.5 ML, the maximum oxidation rate (see Fig. 5(a) ) was observed for the 1.0 eV HOMB. The lower dissociative sticking probability for the 2.2 eV HOMB is related to the larger energy dissipation needed. 30 For T n = 300 K, the beam energy can be varied from 0.30 to 0.47 eV (Fig. 5(b) ). In the same figure we also show the uptake curve for a backfilling experiment involving thermalized O 2 molecules with an average energy of ∼25 meV. The oxidation rate is non-monotonous with beam energy, consistent with the presence of a precursor-mediated adsorption channel at low incident energies and of an activated process at higher energies. In the same panel we show for comparison the uptake curve recorded for a beam energy of ∼0.5 eV, obtained for T n ∼ 1400 K for which the occupation of higher vibrational and rotational states is expected 14 (the relative population of molecules in v = 1 and v = 0 vibrational states is calculated to be 0.19 at T n = 1400 K based on the assumption of thermal equilibrium, where v is vibrational quantum number). The oxidation rate at ∼0.5 eV is clearly enhanced at T n = 1400 K compared to T n = 300 K. Although rotational excitation has a negative influence on the dissociative-adsorption rate, 14 such effect is overcompensated by the one of the vibrational excitation of the O 2 molecules. This process involves possibly the trajectories in the late-barrier of the potential energy surface leading to dissociative adsorption.
14 Figure 6 shows the T s dependence of uptake curves recorded for 2.2 eV and 0.5-0.6 eV HOMB, respectively. For the 2.2 eV HOMB the curves overlap above ∼0.5 ML for supporting the explanation in terms of a direct CIA process. As discussed above, at T s = 473 K pyramid structures grow on the surface resulting into a reduced efficiency of the CIA mechanism. However, this effect is compensated by the increased areal density of O atoms. A similar local morphology may try to develop at T s = 300 K but does not show up as an ordered pattern. The oxidized surface at 300 K is thus expected to be flatter and thicker than that at 473 K, causing the difference in the Auger electron spectra and valence band spectra evident in Fig. 4 . For 0.6 eV HOMB incidence, formation of Cu 2 O does not occur even at 473 K. Below 0.5 ML, a slight T s dependence was observed, which may be due either to the small difference in kinetic energy or to the relative importance of precursor-mediated adsorption.
In Figure 7 (a) we compare the O uptake during 2.2-eV-HOMB oxidation on Cu(511) with those for Cu(100), 2 Cu(410), 7 and Cu(111) (Ref. 4) for molecules impinging at normal incidence. A clear dependence of the uptake curves on crystal face is present for coverages exceeding 0.5 ML. The uptake curve on Cu(511) falls in between those recorded for Cu(100) and Cu(410). The oxidation rate on Cu(511) is, however, higher than the one of its constituent low Miller index planes (100) (Ref. 2) and (111), 4 the latter being much lower for Cu(111) than for Cu(100). The slope of the curves, i.e., the sticking probability, S, on Cu(100) decreases suddenly around ∼ 0.5 ML and reads thereafter 10 −5 -10 −6 , corresponding to the Cu 2 O formation rate on Cu(100).
2 Such low value of S is consistent with the CIA process. On the other hand, S is higher for Cu 2 O formation on Cu(410) than on Cu(100). This difference is due to the higher CIA effectiveness associated to the relaxation of step-edge Cu atoms. A similar explanation holds possibly for Cu(511).
In order to elucidate the mechanisms determining Cu 2 O formation on Cu(511), we performed experiments dosing O 2 at off-normal incidence. Such measurements are collected in Figs. 7(b) and 7(c) and compared with the results obtained for Cu(410). The data show that the reactivity is higher for Cu(511) than for Cu(410) when impinging onto the (100) terraces and is comparable when impinging towards the ascending step rise.
We can thus safely conclude that:
(a) The nanosized (100) terraces are more easily oxidized than the extended planes of Cu(100), terraces on Cu(511) being more reactive than on Cu(410). (b) Oxygen incorporation and subsequent growth of the oxide films occur more easily at the (110)-like step,
proper of Cu (410), than at the (111)-like step, proper of Cu(511).
Result (a) is not trivial and strongly favours the CIA mechanism. It has been indeed shown that the initial reactivity of small terraces may be significantly lower than the one of extended terraces, e.g., for the dissociation of O 2 on bare Ag(410). 1 In the present case, however, the higher reactivity of a small (100) terrace with respect to Cu 2 O formation indicates that the pathway for oxygen incorporation is significantly less activated. Indeed the energy needed to displace the terrace atoms slightly away from their position to allow O to reach subsurface sites is expected to be lower for small terraces. A similar argument was invoked to account for the easy oxygen incorporation observed at moderately hyperthermal energy on Ag(210), 31 but not on Ag(410), 1 although in that case the comparison was complicated by the absence of fourfold hollows for Ag(210) which can favour subsurface site occupation. 32 Result (b) supports the picture that the same CIA mechanism is operative for both surfaces. The difference in step and terrace geometries and the O adsorption sites on Cu(511) and Cu(410) causes the incident-angle and face dependence of CIA oxidation rate at high O coverage (see Fig. 7 ) and the different trends observed for normal and oblique incidence. In CIA what matters is the energy transfer to the oxygen adatom in the direction pointing towards the subsurface region. This argument naturally predicts the efficiency for collisions to be highest along the on-terrace incidence, as it is, e.g., the case for the initial oxidation of Ag(210). 31 According to DFT calculations, subsurface incorporation into Cu(100) is energetically more favoured than on-surface adsorption above 0.5 ML. 32 Such an effect can be enhanced by the presence of steps. For Cu(511) this condition corresponds, by comparison with O-Ag(511), 33 either to 0.25 ML of adatoms at H1 fourfold hollow sites and to further 0.25 ML at H2 fourfold hollow sites or to 0.25 ML at H1 and to 0.25 ML at T1 sites (see Fig. 1 ). The H1 site is the most stable also according to a theoretical paper on O/Cu(311). 34 When impinging at θ = −30
• (off normal towards the (100) nanoterrace) the O 2 molecules strike the preadsorbed fourfold O moiety at nearly the same angle as for θ = 0
• (since the surface normal to (100) nanoterraces is at −16
• ), while for θ = +30
• (off normal towards the step rise) the terrace O moiety is hit at 46
• towards the ascending step rise. The larger cross section for oxide formation for θ = −30
• indicates therefore that subsurface incorporation is easier because of the momentum transfer to the O adatom sitting in the H1 sites in the direction of the descending step. The substrate atoms can therefore be more easily displaced opening the path for subsurface incorporation which therefore occurs prevalently at the upper side of the step edge. The effect of downstair incidence is larger on Cu(511) than on Cu(410) because on the latter the oxygen adsorption site at the terrace is located further away from the upper step edge while on Cu(511) the H1 site is at the step.
The CIA mechanism is also supported by the fact that when dosing at 0.5 eV no trace of oxide formation is detected in O-1s and valence-band SR-XPS spectra, leading to the conclusion that the translational energy is not highly sufficient to induce oxygen incorporation. Below ∼0.5 ML, the rate for dissociative adsorption of O 2 is higher for θ = −30
• than for θ = +30
• , because the probability of dissociative adsorption on the (111) facet is smaller than on the (100) terrace, as deduced from the data for the low Miller index planes.
RATE EQUATION MODEL
The CIA mechanism is based on the hypothesis that when O 2 collides with an oxygen adatom, it has a certain probability to push it into the subsurface. Three different reactions are then possible: Let n be the number of new oxide nuclei being formed and q the number of lost adatoms, it is then possible to model semi-quantitatively the experimental uptake curves using the following rate equations.
Note that
where O and oxide are, respectively, the coverage of oxygen adatoms (without subsurface companion) and of atoms in the oxide (i.e., the sum of the coverage of subsurface atoms and of adatoms with subsurface companion, constituting an oxide nucleus), the beam flux, S O the O 2 initial sticking probability, O sat the saturation coverage (0.5 ML for Cu(511), experimentally estimated in comparison with the saturation coverage for Cu(100), P oxide the probability that an O atom ends subsurface in a molecule-adatom collision. The factor 2 in the second formula arises by the definition of the oxide nucleus as an O ad + O sub couple, so that the number of oxygen atoms is twice the number, n, of such couples.
In case (a) n = 1, q = 2 with S adatom = 0, in case (b) n = 1, q = 1, and in case (c) n = 2, q = 2, S adatom being greater than 0 in both cases.
The factor (1 − O / O sat − oxide / max ) m accounts for the fact that adsorption of further oxygen atoms is limited by the presence of pre-adsorbed adatoms and by oxide nuclei as well.
No further O adatom can stick when the coverage exceeds 0.5 ML because of two effects: the sticking probability for on-surface (adatom) sites vanishes at O sat and, when oxide growth starts, some surface sites are occupied by oxide nuclei and are thus no longer available for new adatoms. The parameter m accounts for the rapidity of decrease of the sticking probability S adatom with total coverage.
In the case of a purely Langmurian behavior m would be 1 in case (b) and 2 in case (c).
The total coverage for normal incidence uptake on Cu(511) at 2.2 eV (already shown in Fig. 7 ) is reported again in Fig. 8 together with the deconvoluted contributions of O adatoms, Cu 2 O and CuO.
It is apparent that the decrease of the oxygen adatom coverage is accompanied by a twice as large increase of the O atoms in Cu 2 O. This strongly suggests that mechanism (c) is the dominating one on Cu(511) under our experimental conditions. After fixing n = q = 2, we have solved numerically the system of the differential equations reported above. In the same figure we show the result for P oxide = 4 × 10 −4 for different values of m.
Since the formation of CuO (0.12 ML on average) is not included in the simulation, we have calculated the contribution of adatoms and of Cu 2 O and added the average experimentally determined amount of CuO to obtain the total coverage (thick lines). It is apparent that the amount of Cu 2 O produced by CIA is better described by m ∼ 6 to 8, indicating a strong suppression of adsorption of adatoms when approaching the saturation coverage of oxide, max . This is indeed a free parameter accounting for the nonlayer-by-layer growth of the oxide and its value determines the total coverage for which no free Cu sites are available for further oxygen adsorption. At max , oxide formation by CIA stops and another mechanism is needed to describe the growth of a thicker oxide layer. Due to the heuristic nature of the present model, max has to be included as an input of the model itself.
Our model is thus also inadequate to differentiate between oxidation at room temperature and at 473 K, for which LEED patterns are observed, despite the fact that the uptakes curves are nearly the same. The comparison between the dark and light blue curves, corresponding to the same P oxide and m but to different S 0 , indicates that S 0 has only a minor influence on the kinetic of the oxidation in CIA. Obviously, the model does not account for the easier oxidation of Cu(410), for which indeed a higher value of max was found despite the comparable value of P oxide . From this point of view, max is a measure of the amount of sites at which CIA is possibly operative: its lower value for Cu(511) agrees with a relatively lower reactivity of its step sites when compared to Cu(410). 
CONCLUSIONS
We found experimentally that Cu 2 O growth on Cu(511) occurs at kinetic energies higher than about 0.7 eV. At 2.2 eV a coverage of 1.5 ML is attained after an exposure of about 2 × 10 4 ML. The overall efficiency is higher than for Cu(100) thus implying that the reactivity for oxide formation is higher for small (100) terraces than for extended ones. The oxidation rate is, however, lower than for Cu(410) when impinging along the surface normal, indicating that the (open) (110)-like geometry of the Cu(410) steps provides more effective paths for oxygen incorporation than the (close packed) (111)-like step of Cu(511). A similar conclusion was reached by some of us investigating the initial oxidation of Ag surfaces. 33, 35 The reactivity of terraces follows the opposite trend. This causes the non-obvious angular dependence of oxide formation. The similarities of the oxidation rates for on terrace incidence on Cu(410) and Cu(511) strongly supports a CIA mechanism working effectively for O adatoms at (100) terraces. This is also confirmed by the fact that the contribution of O adatoms to the total O-1s signal decreases above 0.5 ML in coincidence with the growth of the Cu 2 O related peak, as assumed in the kinetic model.
